Abstract. We show that the entries of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the sample autocovariances and autocorrelations of a stationary process can be expressed in terms of the square of its spectral density. This leads to closed form expressions and fast computational algorithms.
Introduction
Let {Xt} be a stationary process with mean #, autocovariance function Rk = E(Xt -#) (Xt-k --#) , autocorrelation function rk = Rk/Ro, and spectral density where CN,k is usually equal to 1/N or 1/(N -k), while m is equal to the mean of the process or to the sample mean according to whether the mean is known or unknown.
Because of the important role of the sample autocovariances and autocorrelations in time series modelling their statistical properties are subject to much research. One way to describe such properties is through the asymptotic covariances of/?/k and rk, defined as Under suitable conditions these limits exist and are given by Bartlett's formulae (Bartlett (1955) , Anderson (1971)) (1.1) rt,k = ~ (R{+zR~+k + Ri+zRi-k) + A~(k, 1), (1.2) Vk, , i=--o~ where A,~(k, t) depend on the fourth order cumulants and A,~(k, l) = 0 when the process {Xt} is Gaussian. Note that the formula for the autocorrelations does not involve higher order characteristics of the process.
Theorems for joint asymptotic normality of any finite number n of sample autocovariances Rk, k = O, 1,..., n or sample autocorrelations rk, k = 1, 2,..., n are also available (see Anderson (1971) ). The entries of the covariance matrices of the limiting distributions are given by Fl,k and 71,k respectively.
The infinite sums in these formulae make them not sufficiently convenient for "exact" computations. It is reasonable to expect that for some important classes of models finite algorithms should exist. This is indeed the case. Bruzzone and Kaveh (1984) obtained closed form formulae for Fk,t in the ARMA case under some restrictions on the roots of the ARMA polynomials (they should be complex and simple). Their solution is in terms of the roots of the ARMA polynomials. It is useful in simulation and in some theoretical considerations, but its value as computational tool is limited not only because of the restrictions on the roots, but because usually the coefficients of the polynomials are available, not their roots.
Recently computationally feasible expressions and recurrence relations for the pure autoregression have been obtained by Cavazos-Cadena (1994) .
A general solution to this problem has been announced in Boshnakov (1989) . The solution given there covers completely the ARMA case without any restrictions on the autoregressive and moving average polynomials. Conditions on the distribution of the innovation process are necessary only to ensure the validity of Bartlett's formulae. The aim of this paper is to represent in some length this solution. Namely, we will show that and (1.4) 7k,l = ~o [Rg(l -k) 
where Rg(k) is the autocovariance function corresponding to the spectral density g(w) = 2rf2(w).
This result reduces the computation of the asymptotic covariances of the sample autocovariances and sample autocorrelations to the computation of the autocovariance sequence R~ (k).
Conditions when these results hold are discussed in Section 3. From computational point of view the most important case is when {Xt} is an ARMA process for which we have the following corollary. where the variances of the white noises obey the condition Ore = aa.
PROOF. It is well known that the spectral density fx(cv) of the process X is given by the formula (see, for example, Brockwell and Davis ((1991) Various efficient algorithms for the computation of the autocovariance sequence of an ARMA process exist, e.g. Wilson (1979) , Kay (1985) . They can be used for the computation of Rg(k), and therefore of Fk,l and "lk,l. It is important to note that only the probabilistic structure of the white noise sequence of the ARMA model may preclude the validity of Bartlett's formulae and the above formulae. This is so because the coefficients in the infinite moving average representations of the ARMA models decrease sufficiently fast to ensure the validity of the conditions on them in all known results concerning Bartlett's formulae (see Anderson (1971) and Section 3 below).
Furthermore, causality conditions on the model are not necessary. This is of some importance in the non-Gaussian case since then the innovations sequences of the different representations of the ARMA model have different probabilistic properties. For example, if an ARMA process is non-Gaussian and the "forward" residuals are independent identically distributed, then the "backward" ones are only uncorrelated. Hence, the conditions for the validity of Bartlett's formulae may turn out to be fulfilled for some of the ARMA representations of a process, and not for others.
Bartlett's formulae for the sample autocorrelations and sample autocovariances look similar but there exist important differences. The conditions under which the former hold are weaker than these for the latter. Moreover, the formulae for the autocovariances involve fourth-order cumulants, except for the Gaussian case when these are zero. The asymptotic normality is easier for the sample autocorrelations as well. Detailed presentation of these and related issues can be found in Anderson (1971) .
Closed form of Bartlett's formulae
Since the Fourier transform of a convolution is simply the product of the Fourier transforms of its arguments (Fuller (1976) , Corollary 3.4.1.1) and the autocovariance function is an even function, we have the following lemma.
We use this lemma in our proofs. They could be equally well based on the integral representations, given in Anderson (1971) . For absolutely summable autocovariance functions both approaches are essentially the same. THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that formulae (1.2) hold and that ~i~-~ tRiI < oc. Then formulae (1.4) hold.
PROOF. Multiplying and dividing the righthand side of (1.2) by P~, substituting (2.1) into (1.2), and bearing in mind that rk = Rk/Ro, we obtain
[] Similar arguments lead to the corresponding result for the autocovariances. DED' = ~2 k, rkrzF0,0 -rkFo,t -riF0,k + Fl,k r~Fo,o -2rtFo,t + Ftj which, as expected, coincides with (2.2). This derivation shows also that ~/k,l does not depend on higher order cumulants if and only if
rkrtA~(O, O) --rkA~(O, l) --r,A~(O, k) + A~(l, k) = O.

Some sufficient conditions
The sample autocorrelations have "better" asymptotic behaviour than the sample autocovariances--higher order cumulants do not enter Bartlett's formulae; when the sample autocovariances are asymptotically normal, so are the sample autocorrelations; asymptotic normality has been proved without any conditions on the higher order moments (a result which is due to Anderson and Walker (1964) , see also Anderson ((1971) , Theorem 8.4.6)).
In this section we give some sufficient conditions under which formulae (1.3) and (1.4) hold. We state the conditions as in Anderson (1971) . To say it another way, {Xt} is a linear process if there exist white noise {st} and absolutely summable sequence of constants {hi} such that equation (3.1) holds. (34)- (36)).
THEOREM 3.2. If]~-~i~=_~ a(k,-i,l -i) < oc and the spectral density f(w) of the process { Xt } is continuous, then
where Rg( k ) is the autocovariance function corresponding to g(w) = 27rf2(w).
PROOF. Under the imposed conditions we have from the first part of Theorem 8.3.3 in Anderson (1971) As any continuous function on [-7r, 7r ] is square integrable we can split the integral into two integrals, using the formula for the product of cosines, 1 cosacos b = ~(cos(a + b) + cos(a -b)) to get the desired result. [] Note that the spectral density of a process with absolutely convergent autocovariance function is continuous, while the converse is not true. Difficulties may arise in the reconstruction of a convolution by inverting the product of the Fourier transforms of its arguments, when the arguments are not absolutely convergent. This explains why we do not use the second part of the Anderson's theorem which establishes Bartlett's formulae (1.1) under the weaker condition that the squared autocorrelations form a convergent series.
For linear processes the infinite sum in (3.3) simplifies to a single term, under some distributional assumptions about the innovation process, as described in the following corollary. COROLLARY 3.1. Let the process {Xt} be linear with representation (3.1), where
when t ¢ s and t ~ r and t ¢ q,
(ii) EE 4 < co, a4 = EQ a -3a4, (iii) Ee2e~ = a4, when t ~: s. Then The following results show that lPk,l and "Yka satisfy difference equations, which can be used for further simplification of the computations. ork + F0, orkrz) .
Applying the operator Bl to the both sides of this equality, we obtain
which proves (i) since ¢(Bt)rz = 0 when l _> q + 1. Applying the operator ¢(Bl) to equation (3.6) and using the previous corollary we obtain (ii) . [] We end this section with a generalization of the Bruzzone and Kaveh's result (see Bruzzone and Kaveh (1984) ). Although Corollary 1.1 shows that Rg(k) can be obtained as the solution of the difference equation ¢2(B)Rg(k) = O, for k > 2q+ 1, subject to the initial conditions given by the even property of Rg(k), we state the result in the form obtained in Bruzzone and Kaveh (1984) . COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that ¢(z) can be written in the form
where Pi are distinct and formulae (1.1) hold. Then, (i) Rg (j) 
(ii) ¢2(B)Rg(k) = 0 when k >_ 2q + 1.
PROOF. The first part of the corollary has been proved by Bruzzone and Kaveh (1984) under the additional assumptions that the roots of ¢(z) are complex, and those of ~7(z) are complex and distinct. It can be seen that their proof can be carried out without these additional assumptions as well. The second part of the corollary follows from the previous results. []
An example
Let {Xt} be an autoregression of order 1, i.e. (1 +2¢2)(1+¢2)+¢2(3_¢2 ) _8¢2 (a2~ ¢~4 _ 2¢2 + 1 I -¢2 = 1-¢ 2, which is a well known result.
Conclusion
We have shown that the infinite sums in Bartlett's formulae, under quite general conditions, can be written in closed form in terms of the autocovariance sequence of a model, closely related to the model of the process under consideration. In the ARMA case this reduces to the computation of the autocovariances of the "squared" model, which is also an ARMA model. Efficient algorithms exist for this task. We also presented a closed form expression which may be useful occasionally. Conditions under which Bartlett's formulae can be written in our form have been given as well.
The recurrent expressions of this paper can be used for efficient computation of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the sample autocovnriances and autocorrelations.
